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Q1.Solve the riddle and circle the correct number.               (3m) 

i) I have 5 in my ones place .I am more than 32 but less than 40.What number am I? 

 

a) 35         b)  98           c)  405           d)  25  

ii) I have 7 in my tens place . I am greater than 70 but less than 80. What number am I? 

 

a) 60            b)   78             c) 67                  d) 31 

iii) I have 8 in the tens place and 2 in the ones place. I am greater than 200 but less than 

400 . What number am I? 

 

a) 151           b)    382         c) 209              d) 47         

 Q2. Observe the following table and answer the questions that follow.                      (6m) 

Name of the child Number of tamarind 

(Imli) seeds collected 

Radhika 24 

Gauri 47 

Sunil 38 

Indu 54 

Vicky 42 

        

i) _______ collected the most seeds. 

ii) Sunil will collect ______ more seeds to be equal to Vicky. 

iii) If Radhika gets 6 more seeds ,she will have ______. 

iv) ____________ needs 3 more seeds to have 50. 

v) How many children have more than 40 seeds? _______ 

vi) Sunil has 2 seeds less than 40 and ________ has 2 seeds more than 40. 

Q3. Rakesh used three digits 4,0,5 and form a smallest 3- digit number .Write the number formed 

by Rakesh.                    (3m) 

Q4. Sohan skip counting by 50’s and started counting backwards from 700 till 350.Write the 

numbers he counted.                   (3m) 



 

Q5. There is a one – day match between India and South Africa in Guwahati and India is batting 

first.                   (5m) 

 Fill in the blanks:          

               Dhoni scored 96 runs and only one ball is left to complete his century. 

He hit a six, on the last ball. 

i) Dhoni scored 96 + _____ = ______ runs. 

ii) How many runs do these players need to complete a century? 

 

Player Runs scored Runs needed to complete a 

century 

Virat Kohli 93  

Gautam Gambhir 97  

Yuvraj Singh 89  

Rohit Sharma 99  

     


